AIR ACTIVITY ON WESTERN FRONT

Many Nazi 'Planes Over France

The Nazi Air Force has shown great activity on the Western Front during the past 48 hours. A large number of German machines—sometimes as many as thirteen at a time—have been flying over Eastern and Northern France.

SINKING OF NAZI ORE VESSELS

OF GREAT SIGNIFICANCE

DECLARIES NEW YORK WRITER

OPENING GUNS OF CAMPAIGN

The sinkings of the German ore vessels are of great significance, writes TRAMPA in the NEW YORK SUN.

These exploits, he says, "represent the opening guns of a campaign in aid of the Reich's supplies of one of the products most urgently necessary for the prosecution of the war. "If the British succeed in closing these routes their action may have catastrophic consequences for Hitler's ambitious foreign policy."

TAX SWEDISH RAILWAYS

It is suggested that the exclusion of the Baltic routes would tax the ore railways of Northern Sweden in the utmost. The INDUSTRIAL TRANSFUSION: the ORK, IF BRITISH SUBMARINES BECAUSE IN SWEDEN INSTEAD OF OPERATING THERE, MAY BECOME UNINFLUENCEABLE, HE SUGGESTS.

NAZI SHIPS SCURRY TO SHELTER

From ANTHONY MANN

(Ray arrangement with "Daily Telegraph")

The Nazis have been in a great hurry to get their ships into port in Scapa Flow in the Orkneys and the Scillies, according to the reports obtained by THE R.F.F.

THE R.F.F. IN FRANCE

EXTENSION OF LINE

HOLY BLOOD MYSTERY TAKES OVER

With the R.F.F. in France, the British have been studying the Holy Blood mystery. Of the R.F.F. today took over a member of the French police who has been studying the case and who says that the Holy Blood was taken from the altar of a church in France and was found to be blood of a human being.

GRAF SPEE MUTINY

Refused to Face British Ships

MRS. SIEGEL OFFICERS

A British cruiser, which was supposed to have been sunk by the Graf Spee, was found to be a British cruiser and was sunk by an enemy cruiser.

FRENCH PREMIER'S CALL TO NATION

FOR TOTAL WARFARE

WORKING PLEX IN SHREWSBURY

FRENCH TIMES WERE MADE TO ORDER. CONTACTS Continued on page 2. (See page 3.)

Soviet Ambassador recalls

RELIEVED OF PARIS POST

AT REQUEST OF FRENCH

TELEGRAM CENSOR BANNED

"The Soviet Ambassador in Paris, M. Svorintz, has been relieved of his post at the request of the French government," says a statement by the semi-official TASS news agency in Moscow.

The French government's request followed a telegram which M. Svorintz addressed to Stalin congratulating him on the Franco-Soviet peace and declaring that "the peace of the British and French countries can now be assured without a new settlement."

The telegram was banned by the French censor.

SOVIET STATEMENT

The Soviet government confirmed today that M. Svorintz had been recalled, but denied that he had been recalled "for any reason." The statement read: "The Soviet government has no information about the reasons for the recall of M. Svorintz."